TESTIMONIALS
Can I add my many thanks again for your time spent with us last week on the first
aid course. You provided, once again an exceptionally clear, relevant and fully interactive
course of very high practicality related to our exploration first aid needs, both in terms of our
commitments related to group field course training around the world as well as our range of
particular needs related to our own fieldwork research in remote places. I was delighted to
meet you once again. It has been a dozen years or so now, at least, since you first provided for
our needs and, once again, it was very reassuring to have the relevant practical tests set in a
very realistic manner and to see how first aid in the field continues to change and develop in
its practice...Thanks again, I and the whole group found it to be most enjoyable and thoroughly
reassuring - looking forward to the next time...
Senior Lecturer - School of Biological and Biomedical Sciences
University of Durham.

As a provider of high quality, long duration, motorcycle based expeditions, safety is
a priority for us. The London to Cape Town, Trans Africa Expedition is departing shortly and
will be travelling across remote and difficult terrain. The expedition support team includes a
qualified Nurse as the Expedition Medical Officer. To ensure that the Medical Officer is able to
operate in these conditions and respond to trauma and travel health issues that the expedition
may face, we called in the experts - the Expedition Care Program. The instructor had significant
remote area operations and medical experience. The course was exactly what was needed,
fit for purpose : practical, realistic and effective training. I know that a lot of expedition and
adventure travel companies use their services and it is very clear why. Highly recommended.
We will certainly continue to use them.
JK, Company Director - KUDU Expeditions

expeditioncareprogram.com

